WHO'S WHO NAMES 15 S. U. SENIORS

Rams Surge, Win Opener

"Teamwork" Beats MIT In First Thriller

by Lee Connolly

Springing the biggest upset in the University's sports history, the S.U. varsity football team defeated unbeaten MIT 32-0. The key to the game was a powerful defense which held the MIT offense to only 110 yards. MIT was known as one of the best teams in the nation and was considered the favorite to win the Easternweep.

The first half of the game was played behind the S.U. goal. The second half saw MIT score two touchdowns. The S.U. defense held MIT to only 110 yards. The game ended with a S.U. touchdown in the second half.

Business Grad Tests Slated

The Administrative Board for Graduate Study in Business, in cooperation with the Graduate School, has announced the dates for the written and oral examinations for the graduate degree in business. The examinations will be held on the following dates:

Written Examinations: February 12, 1956
Oral Examinations: February 13, 1956

The examinations are designed to test the student's knowledge of the field of business administration. The S.U. varsity football team was scheduled to play MIT on November 24, 1955.
EDITORIAILS
All-Americans All

If we are true Americans, we are concerned not only with our own great country, but also with the rest of the world. Americans have always represented the ultimate of the Pan of men. True, we have our share of shady public servants, but they are not representative Americans. They are weak, timid, and flighty. In all other countries, America has fought for and won a type of freedom that many of our brothers in arms have been denied. Because nations, centur y after century, are still fighting for freedom, we represent them.

Five years after the "war to end all wars," World War II, Americans have finally learned the evils of war. We have also learned the joys of peace and freedom. The only rights we have in the world today are freedom and influence by any other nation.

Americans have become the smiling, good-natured "big brother" of the world. When we go to war, we are fighting for the betterment of our own people, but also for the betterment of all mankind. This is why Americans are in the world today.

As Americans, we are part of a team, but a team that is in the lead. A team that is ready to fight for the freedom of the world. A team that is ready to fight for the betterment of all mankind.

The American way is the way of today and tomorrow. The American way is the way of peace. The American way is the way of freedom.

Our freedoms are the freedoms of the world. We are fighting for the freedom of the world. We are fighting for the freedom of all mankind. We are fighting for the freedom of our own country.

As a "big brother," we can't let them down.

1965-66 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DECEMBER
  1 1 1
  2 2 1
  3 2 1
  4 2 1
  5 2 1
  6 2 1
  7 2 1
  8 2 1
  9 2 1
  10 2 1
  11 2 1
  12 2 1
  13 2 1
  14 2 1
  15 2 1
  16 2 1
  17 2 1
  18 2 1
  19 2 1
  20 2 1
  21 2 1
  22 2 1
  23 2 1
  24 2 1
  25 2 1
  26 2 1
  27 2 1
  28 2 1
  29 2 1
  30 2 1
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All-Americans

A Sort Of Christmas Story

by JOE CONNELL, Sports Editor

It’s still not clear whether the end of the year will bring with it the end of the football season. Many factors will govern the fate of the team. The weather, the players’ injury records, and even the season’s schedule could determine the final result.

For months the public has waited for the chance to see the team in action. The fans have been hoping for a repeat performance of the previous season’s success. But now, the question is: Will the team be able to repeat its success?

The answer to this question is not yet clear. The team is working hard to improve its performance, and the players are determined to regain their status as champions.

Reportedly out of this football team is the senior quarterback, who is expected to be the team’s leader in the upcoming season. The team’s success will depend on his performance.

It is a season of hope and uncertainty. What will happen in the future? Only time will tell. But one thing is certain: the team will continue to work hard and strive for success.

For the fans, the wait is over. The team is back, and the season promises to be an exciting one. So, let’s get ready for some football!
INSIDE S.U.

By MARIAN STONE & BARBARA TAMOSHNAS

We want to start off by wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and a happy New Year.

Sandra Song found a new year's resolution. Many of our Suffolk boys are helping him by working in various post offices during the Christmas rush.

Speaking of Santa Claus, he will visit S.U. this Thursday afternoon, Dec. 15, under the auspices of the Suffolk Club. Faculty members have been invited to bring their children for a visit with Santa (in the person of Bert Heggie in the President's Office).

Mrs. Marie M. Strain, Instructor in Education, said us there will be story telling, skillful activities, and refreshments to make the day a memorable one for everyone.

**Psych Party**

President Robert J. Minne was host at the Psychology Club's annual Christmas party held last Thursday night in the President's Office. Psych Club presroy Dick LeMay said the suc-

The party was well attended and re-

What did you think of the recent Christmas movie? We thought they were very at-

The best in years.

**Alas, Alas!**

Since Paul has graduated, the girls' Aloc Club seems to have gone out of existence. What say you, girls, should we re-

The Girls' Lounge is about to have a face lifting job. When new furniture and drapes are installed, we won't recognize the place. We'll be able to invite you boys in for a housewarming when the lounge is fixed up. Alice Shea and Helen discuss the gracious hostesses, will be there to greet you all as they're more familiar with the lounge than most of us.

**WASU Plans**

WASU is making big plans for its annual Christmas party. It's Truc's plans to have the 15th's office on Thursday, December 15 from 11:00 to 1:00. Sama Club is going to drop in for a visit. If you have a plan that means you, boys after 6:00. By the way, anyone interested in being a volunteer, please ap-

How about it Bob Stewart, Joe Cushing, and Charles Mc Kenney?

**Seniors Dance**

The Senior's Thanksgiving dance at the Parker House on November 22 was a remarkable success. Gina Deitch of Suffolk's "Nightingale," sang one of Sigmund Romberg's melodies for Mr. and Mrs. Prince. It was quite entertaining. We quizzed a few students to get their reactions to the dance.

Robert Duby, Jr.: I spent most of my life having an intellectual discussion with the cop. We talked about our Thanksgiving turkey.

Norman mentioned that he thought all the girls looked beautiful in their dresses.

Tom Dolan: I thought the crowd was very friendly and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves.

**WORKING SCIENTISTS**

Three '28 Science graduates are cited in the current "Chemical and Engineering News," a national science periodical.

Paul Taylor, graduate student and Assistant in the physical chemistry department at the University of Massachusetts, is working in the laboratory of Prof. John A. Gorman in Cambridge.

Edward Roach, now a graduate student and Assistant teaching fellow at the University of Chicago, John Morley, Jr., who accept-

**Rams Surgé**

Continued from Page One

MIT's sole offense came in the first quarter, with 21 points on the board. The Rams appeared to be doing a good job of containing the MIT ball carriers.

**Rams Dart**

The Rams found MIT's zone defense tough to handle. The Rams, who were out of possession in the first half, took great advantage of the opportunity.

It was in the first half that the Rams made the first big move, with a 24-point lead, before the second half began. When the Technicians tried an all-court press, which backfired disastrouslly, Guard Paul White and Melcor were locked in by dribbling around their men and dribbling past their opponents' hands for clenching hoops.

**Lead at Half**

Maintaining a six to eight point lead, the Rams came to the half at a ten point margin of the second half as the home team crept to four points, then two, and finally a single point. Here, George Judkins and Melcor tied in hoops to stretch the lead.

When touchdown-scoring by the Rams dented Tech's hopes from there on in, and in the fast track to the lead.

In the second half, the Rams continued their domination of the game, scoring 24 points and holding MIT scoreless. The final score was 57-31 in favor of the Rams.

**LEGALLY SPEAKING**

By PHIL JULIANO

Six law students are among Suffolk's full and part-time staff, administering to the needs of all students. The prettiest, Catherine Judge is Registrar at the Law school, and number one student, Miss Helen Hassin, Registrar at the Suffolk Law School.

The junior heroes are Philip Juliano, Tim McNally, and Jim Regan, all with the class of '48, all daily with volumes of description.

Speaking of law students and the library, many will remember the Misses Hepworth and Misses McNally, who were initially helpful to the artistic program of John Jabolski.

The senior class is witnessing quite a scholastic battle in Honors v. Johnson. Honors seems to be top student in the graduating class. To this, they resorted, and after it was over, filed a general answer. The case evolves around the few percentage points separating the litigants. As it stands now, the case will go to the S.C. in June. I would personally like to see both parties defined by reason of a percentage tie.

Recently the West Publishing Co. has added another law book to its Suffolk. The theme, How to Find the Law, was methodically covered by Mr. Chapman, the lec-

**Dr. Lieberman**

Continued from Page One

... and finding them to their advantage. We have now reached the end of our regular M.T. page, and we will appear in the next issue of the Journal...
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